
Math 155. Calculus for Biological Scientists Fall 2017, August 23st, 2017
Section 1.2: Variables, Parameters, and Functions
Note: One day in class may not be enough review for you on this topic. Consider attending the
Calculus Center workshop on functions, the Boot Camp, or get extra help in the Calculus Cen-
ter(times on website). The book has more review topics in section 1.2 than we can cover carefully.

Parameters and Variables Whether a mathematical notation is a variable, parameter, or
constant depends on what you mean by it. (See animations Thompson’s Calculus. Section 3.1)

If you intend to represent the value of a quantity whose measure varies within a situation, then
you are using that notation as a variable.

If you intend to represent the value of a quantity whose measure is the same within all situations
(e.g., π), then you are using that notation as a constant.

If you intend to represent the value of a quantity that is constant in a particular situation, but
which can vary from one situation to another, then you are using that notation as a parameter.

Variables and Parameters in Linear Equations
Consider:
y = mx+ b
Which letters do you think are variables and which do you think are parameters?

1. Warm up graphing:
a) f(x) = 2x+ 3

b) f(x) = 4x− 1

c) f(x) = .32x+ .4

d) In this set of three linear functions what are the parameters that vary between problems but
are constant within a problem? What are the variables?

2. Linear Function Animations: Discuss animations( section 1.5 of Thompson’s Calculus).
What do you notice about the animations. Try to comment on variables, parameters, and the
concept of constant rate. If a function has a constant rate of change, what is the relationship
between changes in x and changes in y?



Multiple Representations of Function

a) On your eclipse worksheet identify a place where we used a tabular representation of a
function. What are the benefits of seeing a function in a table? Where might this happen in
biology you study?

b) To solve a problem on the eclipse worksheet we used f(x) = arctan(x). When is it useful to
have an algebraic representation of a function?

c) Graph(approximately): The distance the moon’s shadow has traveled from the western coast
as a function of the time since the shadow first touched the western coast. Label your axis!

d) Why is it important to include where we are measuring distance from, and when we are
measuring time from in your axis labels?

Inverse Functions

a) Dan uses a mathematical model to predict that the global average temperature will rise by
3 degrees Celsius in the next 100 years. Kelin uses a mathematical model to predict the global
average temperature will rise by 3 degrees Fahrenheit in the next 100 years. Who thinks the tem-
perature will rise more?

b) This equation shows how to convert from degrees Celsius to degree’s Fahrenheit: TF =
TC(95) + 32 Find an inverse function that converts from degree’s Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius.

c) “According to an ongoing temperature analysis conducted by scientists at NASAs Goddard
Institute for Space Studies (GISS), the average global temperature on Earth has increased by about
0.8 Celsius since 1880.” (From NASA’s website). How much has the average global temperature
increased in Fahrenheit since 1880?

d) Check your inverse function by choosing a temperature in Celsius, converting it to Fahren-
heit, and then back to Celsius.

Composition of Functions
Please look at examples in book in 1.2 to review! Or there are plenty of videos online!


